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Celestron C70 Mini MAK is a compact telescope in the Maksutov system (a meniscus and mirror system) with an
aperture of 70 mm and a variable zoom (zoom) from 25 to 75 times. It is a valued telescope for bird and nature
observation, great for observing aircraft and shooting sports for observing bullet holes (25, 50 and 100 m). A good
astronomical traveler scope (a travel telescope), allowing you to perform the first observations of craters on the moon,
moons of Jupiter, the ring of Saturn, phases of internal planets, etc. The set includes a very good class table stand, a
soft telescope cover and an adapter that allows the use of astronomical goggles in a 1.25 "frame and accessories for
astrophotography Technical parameters â€¢ Zoom: smoothly variable, 25-75 times â€¢ Lens diameter: 70 mm â€¢ Optical
system: Maksutow-Cassegrain (MAK) â€¢ Focal length of the lens: 750 mm â€¢ Anti-reflective layers: MC â€¢ Field of view:
1.3 ° - 0.7 ° â€¢ Minimum distance of observation: 6 m â€¢ Retracting the output pupil: 22 mm (at 25x magnification) â€¢
Length of the tube: 28 cm â€¢ Weight: 910 g Usage scenery birds planes astronomy shooting Warranty 2 years
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src="https://teleskopy.pl/pdf/tis/icon_download.gif" [PDF] (set: spotting scope, tripod, cover and adapter for 1.25 inch
glasses) (telescope on a table tripod - to put on a window sill, table, car hood) (lens with a diameter of 70mm in the
Maksutov construction provides a bright, practically aberration-free image in all conditions) (adjusting the magnification
by turning the eyepiece allows you to obtain magnifications in the range of 25 to 75 times) (convenient focusing wheel
in the inner focus system, i.e. internal focusing) (adapter included that allows the use of 1.25-inch astronomical goggles)
(telescope with twisted eyepiece, visible adapter 1.25 ")
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